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nested (sub) method in Spring MVC? I would like to know how to use parameterized expressions (i.e. an index or iterator expression) to access a field from a controller method, pass the value to a (nested) method, and then use it as an argument. I'd like to pass it as an argument to a method like this: public class MyController extends BaseController { ... @RequestMapping("/{id}") public String
processData(ModelMap model, @PathVariable("id") Object id) { String value = String.valueOf(id); processData(model, value); } public String processData(ModelMap model, String value) { String[] list = value.split("\\s"); //.... } How can I access id from the processData method? A: The thing is, you have the whole object instance, and want to access its single field in the method, correct? Well, in

that case, you cannot. Since the method is private, you have no access to it. So if you have access to that method, I'd suggest, you pass that method 82157476af
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